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This invention relates 'to improvements' in 
means for »packing particularly ̀ frangible articles 
and more particularly for packing disc-,like pro 
jectible targets commonly-known as /elay pigeons 
and which are >used in the populartrap shooting y 
sport. I ~ » 

The articles particularly :referred to above for 
use in aerial target practice, andas a sport, are 
made Aexceptionally»frangilole so that .shot from 
a shot shell, upon hittingsuch atarget 4as it 
iiies through the air, will shatter it'to score Va 
hit.v :Such targets are generally made of a »mixf 

10 

ture of gra-nular~material, such as limestone dust, » 
and either petroleum or bituminous pitch, the 
proportions- of such ingredientsvbeing Vvariegdv 

to obtain the desired degrees-,of f-ra-ngibility.> degree of i-rangibility` ofv the targets under-conf. 

sideration Will be recognized by consideration of 
the following requirements‘in the structure and 
use'of one form of the same. :One form »olf target 
which may be' eñìciently'packedfor shipment 
Without vlcreakagevby the means forV packing of 
this invention, is made from -a‘inixture of pitch 
and granularA material,` such Uas limestone dust. 
in the proportions of, say,l 50-50 .by'weight Such 
a target-is adapted t-o completely shatter in the 
air when struck-«trema 22 calibre shot shell at 
distances atleast up Vto'fthirty~iive` feet; The -22 
calibre shot shell generally used' contains about 
120 #12 shot, each of which is-:approximately 
.05 of an inch find-iametenw - 
One object of this inventionis‘to provide an 

improved ‘mean-s'for packing frang-i-ble varticles 
whereby :breakage in transit will <be reduced to 
aminimum.' ~ ‘ f -Y 'v - ‘ 

Another »object is lto provide improved means 
for- packaging _a plurality of ’frangible iiying tar' 
gets toad-apt them tobepacked with other simi 
lar packages iin a common containervfor ship 

-Sti-li another object -is -to provide a method of, 
and means -for packing a plurality >of particularly 
frangilcle iiying -disc‘~li-ke targets ini a shipping 
container7 wherein the targets larefdividedinto 

l separate 'and removable packages each having a 
plurality of nested targets-therein, ’directly in 
contact with each other to ‘savefspaceyand- which 
may be deliveredv to a user' in lpackage form 
without unpacking Aand separating the individual 
targets from the same,v and thus `avoid possible 
breakage in handling.'   1 ' ' 

Y A lfurther object of this invention is toprovide 
a means for packing frangible articlesV which 
will be relatively simple in construction, compact, 
ofpleasing appearance, and very durable in use'. 
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With these and other objects in view, which 
will'appear as the vdescription proceeds, there 
has been illustrated in the accompanying draw, 
ings one yform in which the invention may be 
conveniently embodied in practice. l i ~ 

 `Irv thevdrawings, wherein- like reference ‘nu~` 
merals designate like parts throughout the sev 
era-l views: t ' Y ‘ 'l ' ~ »  

Figure l is a» sectional View of an opened con 
tainer, for packages of frangible-,disc-like viiying 
targets, constituting and embodying the features 

_and principles of this invention; .  Figure 2 `is a top view of the same; - ~ i 

- Figure 3 is a side view of a partition member; 
»Figure 4 isa side view of another partition 
meinte-r;r>r> `~ 
Figure 5 is »an -enlarged top View of one of the 

packages of such targets taken -from thev con 
tainer shown in Figure 1; v  , Y ‘ 1  

Figure 6 isA a sidev View `of the package of 
targets.; and ~ '  » » ~‘ » 

Figure 7 is a side Aview of a plurality of tar 
gets .ready ior packing. - y , 

«The frangibìe` article selected to illustrate the 
~'_ features and principles of this-invention in re: 

spect -to an improved means for packing the 
samev comprises a target similar 'to Ytheftarget 
shown and-'described in a copending application 
Serial‘ltlh. 3,718,857 filed February 20, i946). Such 
forms of targets are generally yfrusto~conical in 
shape "and, by being hollow and having a vbase 
rimv Il adapted to -ñt over a> ñrst vertical'shouh> 
der L2 and rest on the upper surface I3 ofïthe 
base _rim Hof a similar target, are adapted to 
be nested together to »form a vertical -pile‘of’tar 
gets »as illustrated in Figure '7.~ In this instance 
thirteen targets are shown nested together and 

_ in direct contact with each other at their base 
rims, .but it will be understood that more». or 
less than, thirteen targets may be so nested‘to' 
gether in the manner herein »shown if it is» so 

desi-red. ~ > . -« » f' ‘ ‘ '~ 'f'After' nesting »a plurality of v targets together, 

a narrow band, -or -cord, `of material i4, vsuch 
` as a com-mon rubber elastic ba-nd,vis placed over 
' and about the same from one end ̀ of'the 'pile to 
theother-:so as to "resi-l-iently and ñ-rmly bind the 
plurality of targets together and against each 
other.l --A strip of, :preferably corrugated, card» 

~ board 15,- with the corrugations thereof prefer-i 
ably on’the inside and extending lengthwise of 
the package, is then Wrapped transversely about 
the sides' ofthe pile of nested targets, as indi; 
cated in Figures 5 and 6. The end edges I6 `and 
Il of the cardboard strip l5 overlap to ‘some ex 
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tent and a narrow band, or cord, of material I8, 
such as a common rubber elastic band, is placed 
over and about the package 20, so formed, from 
one package end I9 to the other package end 2|. 
The width of the cardboard strip I5 is greater 

than the height of the nested plurality 0f targets 
so that the package ends I9 and 2|, when the 
strip I5 has been wrapped about these targets, 
may be bent, or crimped, inwardly, at opposite 
points, as at 22, 23 and 24, 25 respectively, to;y 
position the pile of targets within and spaced 
from the ends of the package so formed'. " Prefffï 
erably the band I8 is disposed about the package f 
to lie in these crimped-in portions and to extend, 
along one side of the package ,over the over 
lapped end edges I6 and I ‘I of the strip I5. 
is also preferable that one crimped l,portion atv 
each end of the package be disposed at the over 
lapping end edges I6 and I‘I of the stripv I'5~to=~ 
form an interlock between these ends to assist 
in preventing this strip from unwinding. As 
shown, it is preferable to vstart 'the bent, or 
crimped-in, portions 22,v 23 at ’the top’ edge 26 
of the uppermost target of the pile, and to start 
the bent, or crimped-in, portions 24, 25 at the 
bottom edge ofthe base rim, or bottom, II, of 
the lower~most target of the pile so that the pile 
of targets will be held between these crimped-in 
portions and be spaced from the protruding ends 
I9 and 2| of the package so formed. 
By so packing a plurality of nested targets, 

each directly in contact with the other, a pack.-` 
age is formed which, in this instance, is cylin 

10 ~`adjacent end of the container. 
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locking partitions 38 and 39 of corrugated card 
board with the corrugatlons disposed vertically 
in respect to the packages, which form vertically 
disposed pockets 4I in which the packages of 
targets are vertically slipped, and the Walls o1' 
which ñrmly engage these packages of targets. 
The lengthwise partitions 38 extend at each of 
their ends beyond the cross-wise partition 39 
adjacent thereto to snugly engage against the 

The cross-wise 
partitions 39 likewise extend beyond the length 

.'fwisel partition’38 adjacent their ends to snugly 
engage against the adjacent side of the contain 

_«er. .-Thisconstruction forms a protecting space 
42ïs`urrounding-V the packages of targets between 

e» the partitions 38 and 39 and the ends 28, 29 and 
, thesides 3I,~32 of the container, and the parti 
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dric'al in form, and has its ends I9 and 2| spaced Y 
from the respective upper and lower-most tar 
get of the nested pile thereof, whereby the end 
targets are protected against contact with any 
other article when the package is seated on 
either of its ends, and are also protected against 
contact with any surface upon which the pack 
age may be dropped, and the inner targets of the 
pile are relieved from shattering shocks which 
might be imposed upon the package. Due to 
the provision of a rubber elastic band I4 about 
the nested targets and that the cardboard strip 
I5 while tightly wrapped thereabout'frictionally 
engages this band I4. an added means Ais pro 
vided to resist endwise slipping of the pile of 
targets in respect to its wrapper. the cardboard 
strip I5. "I‘he provision of a rubber elastic band 
I8 to constantly and resiliently urge the crimped 
in portions _of the wrapper, or cardboard strip 
I5 into tight engagement with the targets en 
folded thereby, insures that no side slip will 
result between the wrapper and the targets or 
between the targets themselves, but will allow 
some expansion of either, or both, of these 
crimped-in portions >lengthwise of the package 
to absorb any shocks imposed thereon when the 
package is dropped. ' ` ' ' ' 

After packaging each pile of nested targets as 
above described they are disposed in a container 
illustrated in FiguresV l-4 inclusive, and which 
comprises a rectangular box. preferably made of 
corrugated cardboardv and having ends 28, 29, 
sides 3I`, 32, end cover and bottom ñaps 33, 34, 
side cover and bottom naps 35, 36, and a sepa-A 
rate cover and bottom end flap spacer 3'I. The 
end cover and bottom flaps 33 and 34 with the 
spacer 3l form a flat inner surface and with 
the side cover and bottom flaps 35, 36 which abut 
at the center form a double thickness wall of 
corrugated cardboard at the top and bottom 
of the container. 

 The container also includes two sets of inter 
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tions 38'a'nd 39 reinforce the container sidewise . 
andv endwise whereby a crushing force imposed 
either lengthwise or sidewise upon the container 
will tend t'o buckle' the respective partitions be 
fore itl can Veifect 'the packages of targets. ' ' 
"'The sets of interlocking partitions 38 ande‘39 
are superimposed one above the other, being sep' 
'arated by a loose horizontal partition 43, also of 
corrugated cardboard with the corrugatlonsrdi's 
posed transversely across it, upon which the 
upper plurality of packages are seated; When 
filled with packages of targets, the container is 
closed at its top by the respective cover flapsV 
and suitably sealed with gummed paper disposed 
along the jointure of the abutting side flaps 35', 
33. When closed, the container, due to the ver--y 
tical ‘reinforcement of the partitions which,` with 
the' horizontal partition 43, extend betweenl vthe 
top and bottom cover parts> and arer engaged 
thereby, resists >crushing forces to protect the 
packages of targets therein. When again opened, 
the ñrst layer of packages of'targets may be re'- 
moved intact. one at a time, without disturbing 
the others. Preferably, and to’ insure that thè 
packages of targets do not slip lengthwise-in the 
pockets 4I, theheight of the partitionsl 38 and 
39 is substantially equal to the height ofthe 
packages from one ̀ end I9 to the'other end l2| 
thereof, so vthat these package ends will be en‘` 
gaged by the top or bottom double wall ofl thé 
container and the horizontal partition 43far1d 
firmly held in place. ` ` ‘ ' 'Äf‘j 

By means for packing frangibl'e 'articlesas 
above described, a plurality of the articles',l in 
this instance the disc-'like flying targets II,`are - 
resiliently suspended in a package whichr'isïi'r'i 
turn packed with a plurality of similar other 
packages in a container and with them is held 
firmly i'n'place >and protected againstfcrushing 
forces in any direction.’ By what is termed re 
siliently suspending the articles, or targets, in 
the'package's thereof, any abrupt shocks "sus 
tained, for instance should. the packageïfrbe 
dropped, will be compensated for by the bands 
I8 and -the expandable crimped-in portions 22 
and 23 of the strip ~I5 while the crushing force 
of 'such'sho'cks will be absorbed by the container 
walls 'and the'partitions therein before the pack-J ' 
ages are effected’ thereby and then by the pro-y 
truding ends I9 and 2l of the packages.` ‘ ' ' " 

>’While there has been shown and describedî 
herein‘one means for packing frangible artiJ 
cles, it is to be understood that the inventionA 
may be embodied in other forms without depart` 
ing from the spirit and ' essential attributes 
thereof. It is therefore desired that the present 
embodiments be considered in all respects asl 
illustrative and not restrictive, and it will be 
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further understood that each and every novel 
featureA and combination thereof, present in, or 
possessed by, the means herein disclosed, forms 
a part‘of the invention included in this appli 
cation. ` 

What is claimed as new and for which it is 
desired to secure Letters Patent, is: 

l. Means to package a plurality of frangible 
articles'nested together in contact with each 
other in the form of a pile, a band of material 10 
extending lengthwise about said pile of articles, 
a wrapping of crushable material, such as cor 
rugated cardboard, wrapped transversely about 
the pile and having peripherally spaced apart 
portions thereof upstanding and extending be 
yond both ends of the pile, the remaining por 
tions _of cardboard at each end of the pile being 
bent over into engagement with the end articles, 
and a~ band of material extending lengthwise 
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aboutg'the wrapping and disposed between the 20 
upstanding portions and upon the bent over 

3 
portions to hold it about the pile of articles and 
to suspend said articles between its ends. 

2. Means to package a frangible article com 
prising a wrapping Vof material encircling the 
article with its side edges overlapped and having 
end portions extending beyond the upper and 
lower ends of said article, said extending end 
portions being crimped inwardly against the pe 
ripheral edge of the adjacent end of said article 
at peripherally spaced apart points, one of the 
crimped~in points being disposed at the over 
lapped joint of the side edges to interlock them 
the remaining portion of the extended wrapping 
ends being left projecting beyond the crimped 
in portions to protect the article against end 
wise shocks, and means to resiliently press the 
crimped-in portions of the wrapping at both 
ends of the article against the adjacent end 
thereof. ‘ 

RAYMOND R. SAWIN. 


